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1. Which of the following factors leads to the declined of Primitive Communalism?

     	--->> Emergence of Productive Forces

     	      emergence of World War 1

     	      Civil war outbreak

     	      Emergence of world Bank

2. Which of the following is identify as third world continent _________?

     	      Europe

     	      Asia

     	--->> Africa

     	      America

3. The main economic agents of present day imperialism are________?

     	      United Nation

     	      Transnational corporation

     	      International organization

     	--->> Multinational corporation

4. The era of capitalism was an era of antagonistic relationship between the proletariat 
and the_______

     	      Religious worshippers

     	      Slaves

     	      Socialist

     	--->> Bourgeoisies

5. The economic system that requires government ownership and managing the means 
of production is refer to as_______
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     	--->> Socialism

     	      Mixed economy

     	      Feudalism

     	      Capitalism

6. One of the following mode of production was characterised by the existence of 
collective ownership of the productive forces

     	      Socialism

     	      Capitalism

     	      Feudalism

     	--->> Primitive Communalism

7. The exploitation of slaves was extremely severe in one of the following mode of 
production.

     	      Socialist mode

     	      Capitalist mode

     	--->> Slave owning mode

     	      Feudal mode

8. What is the key focus of imperialism?

     	      Development and expansion

     	--->> Domination and exploitation

     	      Economic growth and development

     	      None of the above

9. The modernization theory emerged in ______century?

     	--->> 20th century

     	      30th century

     	      50th century

     	      40th Century
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10. Which of the following characteristics are likely found in developing countries 
_______?

     	      High population growth rates

     	      Large number of people living in poverty

     	      Very traditional methods of agricultural production

     	--->> All of the above
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